Shor-Line offers two types of mounting systems—traditional Shor-Line bowl mounting brackets and Kennel Gear™ bowl system. Both of these systems can attach to Shor-Line housing products. Mounting systems that work with other housing products are listed at the end of this section.

KENNEL GEAR™ PLASTIC BOWL SYSTEM

Benefits:
A clean and efficient food and water solution for all size animals. Door mount prevents bowls from being turned over, spilling food or water.

Features:
• System comes with a durable 20 oz. polypropylene Plastic Bowl and a Kennel Bar Mount.
• Kennel Bar Mount system fits most standard kennels or solid surfaces. Back plate is not used for solid surface mounting.
• Bowl can be easily inserted into the Kennel Bar Mount for a secure feeding solution and easily removed with the flip of a paw-proof lever.
• Bowls also available without mounting brackets.

KENNEL GEAR™ MOUNTING SYSTEMS

Features:
• A variety of mounting options available: door, surface and table.
• Kennel Gear Door Mounts fit most standard kennels.
• Two ¾” thumbscrews are provided with door mounts.
• Table mount fits up to 3½” thick tables.

041.0017.40  Blue       1.5 lbs.
041.0017.41  Red        1.5 lbs.
041.0017.53  Green      1.5 lbs.
041.0017.54  Pink       1.5 lbs.
041.0017.55  Purple     1.5 lbs.
041.0017.74  Slate Blue 1.5 lbs.
041.0017.75  Gray       1.5 lbs.

041.0017.16  Surface Mount, Aluminum 1 lbs.
041.0017.17  Kennel/Cage Bar Mount, Aluminum 1 lbs.
041.0017.39  Kennel/Cage Bar Mount, Plastic 1 lbs.
041.0017.18  Chain Link Fence Mount, Aluminum 1 lbs.
041.0017.57  Universal (Grooming) Table Mount 1 lbs.
Kennel Gear™
Stainless Steel Bowl Systems

Benefits:
A clean and efficient food and water solution for all size animals. Door mount prevents bowls from being turned over, spilling food or water.

Features:
- Kit includes a durable Stainless Steel Bowl and a Kennel Door Mount made from anodized aircraft grade aluminum to prevent corrosion.
- Kennel Door Mount fits most standard kennels.
- Bowl can be easily inserted into the Kennel Door Mount for a secure feeding solution and easily removed with the flip of a paw-proof lever.
- All bowls are interchangeable with various Kennel Gear Mounting Systems.

Kennel Gear™
Stainless Steel Pail System

041.0017.44 1 Quart 2 lbs.
041.0017.45 2 Quart 2 lbs.
041.0017.38 4 Quart 2 lbs.
041.0017.38 6 Quart 3 lbs.

Features:
- Kit comes with durable Stainless Steel Pail and a Kennel Bar Mount made from anodized grade aircraft aluminum to prevent corrosion.
- Kennel Bar Mount fits most standard kennels.
- Kennel Bar Mount back plate is not used for solid surface mounting.
- Two ¾” thumbscrews are provided.
- Pail can be easily inserted into the Kennel Bar Mount for a secure feeding solution and easily removed with the flip of a paw-proof lever.
- Pail handle folds back and locks in place when pail is securely mounted preventing danger to animals.
- All pails are interchangeable with the various Kennel Gear Mounting Systems.
- Pails also available without mounting brackets.
Kennel Gear™ Stainless Steel Bowls

Benefits:
A clean and efficient food and water solution for all size animals.

Features:
• Manufactured from Stainless Steel for durability.
• Bowls are designed to be used with various Kennel Gear Mounting System.

FELINE ECONOMY BOWL + MOUNTING BRACKET

Benefits:
A clean and efficient food and water solution for all size animals.

Features:
• Manufactured from Stainless Steel for durability.
• Bowls are designed to be used with various Kennel Gear Mounting System.

Economy Water/Feed Bowls + Bracket

Features:
• Polished Stainless Steel looks great and easy to clean.
• You can nest bowls for easy storing.
• One- and two-quart bowls are designed for use with Shor-Line circle bowl mounting bracket (sold separately).

041.0017.12 1 Pint Stainless Steel Bowl 1 lbs.
041.0017.23 1 Quart Stainless Steel Bowl 1 lbs.
041.0017.14 2 Quart Stainless Steel Bowl 1.5 lbs.
041.001.13 Double 1 Pint Stainless Steel Bowl 2 lbs.
041.0017.48 Double 1 Quart Stainless Steel Bowl 2 lbs.

890.0200.01 Feline Bowl + Bracket

190.9000.09 1 Pint Stainless Steel Bowl
190.9000.05 1 Quart Stainless Steel Economy Bowl
190.9000.06 2 Quart Stainless Steel Economy Bowl
702.0004.03 1 Pint Economy Bowl Ring Bracket
802.0002.00 1 Quart Economy Bowl Ring Bracket
802.0003.01 2 Quart Economy Bowl Ring Bracket